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ABSTRACT: This study introduces a validation technique for quantitative comparison of algorithms that retrieve winds from passive detection of cloud- and water vapor–drift motions, also known as atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs). The technique leverages airborne wind-profiling lidar data collected in tandem with 1-min refresh-rate geostationary satellite imagery. AMVs derived with different approaches are used with accompanying numerical weather prediction model data to estimate the full profiles of lidar-sampled winds, which enables ranking of feature tracking, quality control, and height-assignment accuracy and encourages mesoscale, multilayer, multiband wind retrieval solutions. The technique is used to compare the performance of two brightness motion, or “optical flow,” retrieval algorithms used within AMVs, 1) patch matching (PM; used within operational AMVs) and 2) an advanced variational optical flow (VOF) method enabled for most atmospheric motions by new-generation imagers. The VOF AMVs produce more accurate wind retrievals than the PM method within the benchmark in all imager bands explored. It is further shown that image regions with low texture and multilayer-cloud scenes in visible and infrared bands are tracked significantly better with the VOF approach, implying VOF produces representative AMVs where PM typically breaks down. It is also demonstrated that VOF AMVs have reduced accuracy where the brightness texture does not advect with the mean wind (e.g., gravity waves), where the image temporal noise exceeds the natural variability, and when the height assignment is poor. Finally, it is found that VOF AMVs have improved performance when using fine-temporal refresh-rate imagery, such as 1- versus 10-min data.
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1. Introduction

It is widely understood that accurate tropospheric wind observations are critical to understanding cloud and weather processes, aerosol and pollutant transport, and Earth’s global circulation (Zeng et al. 2016). Wind observations are also routinely used to improve the initial state inputs for numerical weather prediction (NWP) models (e.g., Le Marshall et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2014). A key source of inferring these observations since the 1960s are atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs; Menzel 2001), which are retrieved from coherent cloud- and water vapor (WV)-drift motions within sequences of satellite visible (VIS), infrared (IR), and WV imagery. When coupled with precise height-assignment methods, AMVs yield tropospheric wind derivations over large domains and fill in data gaps in regions with sparse in situ information, such as the open oceans or near the poles (Velden et al. 2005).

Cloud and WV drifts used in AMVs are quantified by retrieval and navigation of the apparent brightness motion in image sequences, or the optical flow (OF; Horn and Schunck 1981, hereafter HS81). The underlying OF retrieval techniques in today’s operational AMV algorithms (e.g., Santek et al. 2019, and references within) retain many traits from initial automation efforts in the 1990s, employing assumptions that require strict pruning via quality control (QC) in target selection, tracking, and postprocessing, to derive accurate winds. The resulting AMVs are thus sparse, meaning that winds are derived for only a small fraction of pixels from an image sequence, with particularly reduced spatial density in regions containing low texture, multilayer motions, and strong deformations. These sparse AMVs commonly miss mesoscale motions important for regional modeling, emerging machine learning research, and decision-making algorithms (Bedka and Mecikalski 2005; Bedka et al. 2009; Apke et al. 2016; Stettner et al. 2019).

The new generation of geostationary satellite imagers, such as the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-R series Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI; Schmit et al. 2017) and the Himawari Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI; Bessho et al. 2016), have temporal, radiometric, and spatial resolutions coupled with state-of-the-art image navigation and registration that enable use of advanced OF retrieval techniques for most atmospheric motions (e.g., Apke et al. 2020; Apke and Mecikalski 2021). These techniques relax common assumptions made in target-based processing and are even designed to return “dense” OF (DOF), where motion is derived at every image pixel. DOF algorithms function by intuitively using regional texture and information combined with assumptions on motion behavior to derive OF where brightness features are ordinarily difficult to track. If performed accurately, DOF derivations for AMV retrieval could significantly increase the density of retrieved assimilation-ready winds.
Validation of DOF-based AMVs is hence critical to automation efforts as it guides technique development and QC prior to products being sent to end users.

While extensive research exists in OF retrieval validation and benchmarking (e.g., Baker et al. 2011; Butler et al. 2012; Geiger et al. 2012), little work has been done to compare the inherent accuracy of AMVs derived from various OF retrieval methods. The lack of work is in part related to challenges in establishing reliable truth datasets that fairly compare one OF retrieval approach to another. Sparse OF retrieval-based AMV comparisons (Santek et al. 2019) have been based on validation statistics for only the pixels where each algorithm produces a solution, and separates overall performance and spatial density into different metrics, making retrieval ranking ambiguous. Moreover, it is not known a priori what altitude a motion from an image pixel or region represents for any given OF retrieval approach, so even pixels with corresponding winds from different AMV approaches may represent different points in space. This height correspondence problem is further complicated when considering that different imager channels used for OF retrieval contain motions from different heights in the atmosphere, or even different layers as implied by Velden and Bedka (2009). These uncertainties are compounded with the sparse nature of truth information (i.e., rawinsondes and wind profilers), which often do not directly sample the tracked features in question.

This study aims to address these challenges with a novel profile validation approach performed using an advanced NASA Aerosol Wind (DAWN) lidar wind-profiling dataset. These Doppler Aerosol Wind (DAWN) lidar data simultaneously capture both cloud height and very precise vector winds and were collected within domains imaged at 1-min intervals by the GOES-17 ABI. The approach is used to demonstrate how a specific DOF retrieval algorithm based on penalty integral minimization, known as a variational optical flow (VOF) retrieval technique, can produce accurate winds in regions where traditional AMV OF retrieval methods break down. A brief background on OF retrieval methods within AMV derivations, as well as methods in both AMV and OF retrieval validation, is provided within section 2. The AMV OF retrieval methods used and validation technique are described in section 3. Section 4 details the validation results, and VOF technique modification to address retrieval uncertainties. Section 5 overviews the primary conclusions and plans for future work in DOF-based AMVs.

2. Background

a. OF techniques and operational AMVs

The first automated AMV techniques emulate the human process of “picture-pair” correlations where operators would manually track features across three successive satellite images (Merrill et al. 1991; Nieman et al. 1997; Schmetz et al. 1993). This automation involves a five-step process: 1) identify “targets” of interest, or small, box-shaped subsets (e.g., ~100 km²) of the image, centered over gradients, minima, or maxima in brightness; 2) height assign using IR imagery and properties such as cloud type and phase in combination with NWP thermodynamic profile guidance (e.g., CO₂ slicing, H₂O intercept, and optimal estimation methods; Nieman et al. 1993; Heidinger 2013); 3) extract winds from the NWP at the assigned height for a forecast displacement estimate; 4) correspond the target with a matching candidate scene within a permissible search region around the forecast displacement in the subsequent image, yielding the apparent motion; and 5) repeat step 4 for the image at a previous point in time and average the motions to produce an AMV. Steps 4 and 5 perform target correspondence with either cross-correlation or least squares methods that are OF retrieval techniques often referred to as “patch matching” (PM; Fortun et al. 2015, and references within). This fundamental process is essentially still used for operational AMVs produced by satellite data processing centers around the world (e.g., Santek et al. 2019, and references within).

The accuracy of any OF retrieval approach is reduced where assumptions made within are flawed, and PM implements several assumptions that are often incorrect in practice. First, PM assumes that the feature brightness only changes as a function of motion between scans, also known as “brightness constancy” (HS81). Satellite imagery sequences often violate this assumption as clouds and WV features condense, evaporate, and occlude between scans. Brightness constancy also breaks down with rapid illumination changes in VIS, or vertical motion and cooling in IR. Second, PM assumes that all the motions within the target scene flow with the same speed and direction, or a “neighborhood consistency,” dating back to early OF retrieval work by Lucas and Kanade (1981). This assumption is violated with any type of deformation, such as rotation or divergence, or motion discontinuities (Shi and Tomasi 1994). These first two assumptions both break down in the case of motions common within transparent scenes containing optically thin upper-level cirrus or WV features. Finally, PM assumes there is sufficient texture available to track. In the case of near textureless scenes from any imagery type, a corresponding match would be largely dictated by image noise versus brightness motion related to cloud and WV drifts, presuming a singular match even exists in the first place.

PM’s sensitivity to such assumptions is why automated AMV algorithms have long required QC pruning procedures (e.g., Nieman et al. 1997; Daniels et al. 2010). In preprocessing, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Environmental Satellite Data Information Service (NESDIS) AMV algorithm (Bresky et al. 2012) quantifies AMV target quality with tests on cloud layer number, brightness gradient magnitude, contrast, and coherence. Within the tracking process, checks on acceleration between the forward and backward computed displacements penalize erroneous motions caused by occlusions, multilayer scenes, and image noise. In postprocessing, NESDIS AMVs check for height-assignment related biases and compare remaining motions to nearby AMVs and numerical models, penalizing any unrealistic deviations. The QC process outputs so-called quality indicator (Holmlund 1998; Holmlund et al. 2001) and expected error (Le Marshall et al. 2004) values such that
users can prune retrieved AMVs to their needs. For example, the pruning methods are very strict for extracting very accurate data assimilation (DA) ready winds and will often only yield synoptic-scale flows (Bedka and Mecikalski 2005). Despite their limitations, AMVs commonly rank within the top five most important assimilated observations within observing system experiments for global NWP models (e.g., Sato and Riishojgaard 2016; Auligne et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2017).

While operational AMVs are suitably accurate for DA, AMVs with reduced QC pruning can retrieve useful motions at finer spatial scales, or in regions that operational AMVs are simply not designed to provide (so-called mesoscale AMVs; Bedka and Mecikalski 2005). Rabin et al. (2004), Velden et al. (2005), and Bedka et al. (2009) demonstrate that mesoscale AMVs resolve mid- and upper-level WV deformations within preconvective environments, low-level confluence, vertical wind shear, hurricane eyewall rotation, and convective outflows. Apke et al. (2016, 2018) and Sandmæl et al. (2019) also show how 1-min mesoscale AMV-derived flow fields exhibit convective cloud-top divergence and rotational signatures unique to long lived and severe weather-producing thunderstorms. Oyama et al. (2018) even correlates mesoscale AMV-derived radial velocity atop tropical cyclones to tropical cyclone intensification and internal structure changes.

Many alternative OF approaches were developed over the last four decades to support technology such as automated surveillance, self-driving cars, and biomedical imaging, which relax PM assumptions (e.g., Fortun et al. 2015, and references within) and could be used for retrieving better mesoscale AMVs. VOF is one such technique designed to return DOF originating from the seminal work by HS81. The HS81 method works by minimizing a “penalty integral,” also referred to as an “energy function,” which is function of the images used and the OF field motions and increases with violations in quantified assumptions on brightness behavior and flow smoothness over time. The HS81 method is unique in that it solves over the entire image at once, makes no assumption on flow pattern like PM, and intuitively uses regional information to derive motion when little context on pixelwise texture is available.

Development in VOF algorithms since HS81 centered around redesigning penalties and the optimization process to better handle >1-pixel displacements (Anandan 1989; Brox and Malik 2011), preserve motion discontinuities (Black and Anandan 1996), manage motions caused by illumination changes (Brox et al. 2004), relax unrealistic flow smoothness assumptions (Corpetti et al. 2006; Zimmer et al. 2011), and use nonlocal image information to enhance flow retrieval accuracy (Sun et al. 2014). Modern VOF algorithms utilize GPUs and are computationally efficient enough to keep pace with the temporal resolution and size of new-generation satellite images like those from ABI and AHI instruments (Sundaram et al. 2010).

Recent research is already demonstrating the capabilities of DOF-based AMV and motion derivations. Wu et al. (2016) shows with rawinsonde and reanalysis data that a DOF retrieval approach by Farnebäck (2001) could produce comparably accurate dense AMVs in AHI imagery relative to PM-based approaches. Stettner et al. (2019) and Apke et al. (2020) outline how Brox et al. (2004) DOF could be used to retrieve hurricane vortex-scale AMVs in low-texture central dense overcast regions and accurately track outflow boundary motion in VIS and IR imagery. Apke and Mecikalski (2021) use a modified Sun et al. (2014) approach with 1-min VIS imagery to demonstrate how DOF-based AMVs can produce convective cloud-top flow fields with reduced motion-discontinuity artifacts that hindered previous methods. These early results indicate a growing consensus that DOF derivation methods are valuable within myriad satellite remote sensing applications and imply that the community would benefit from benchmark datasets that inform development toward more accurate motion retrievals.

b. Validation research for OF and AMV retrieval

A common approach for AMV validation involves first deriving AMVs, and then matching with corresponding truth winds to establish AMV error characteristics. The truth datasets are typically rawinsondes (Schmetz et al. 1993; Bresky et al. 2012; Velden et al. 1997) or stationary wind profilers (e.g., Bedka et al. 2009). This approach is challenged by the scarcity of both the truth data and AMVs, so most studies use some spatiotemporal threshold (e.g., validate AMVs within ~150 km, ~100 hPa, and ~30 min of a rawinsonde observation). Large thresholds imply mesoscale fluctuations are not adequately represented in the truth dataset; hence, mesoscale wind variations correctly captured by the AMVs would be considered errors. An alternative is validation with NWP and reanalysis product winds, which can be resampled to all AMV locations (Wu et al. 2016). Of course, NWP-based validation rewards AMVs that derive motions at a similar spatial scale as the NWP model used, which is often invalid, especially so for mesoscale features.

Deficiencies aside, these validations reveal common uncertainties from operational AMVs. Schmetz and Holmlund (1992) and Nieman et al. (1993) first identified the height-assignment step as a primary source of AMV errors. AMVs would often be placed too high in the troposphere, leading to a well-documented slow-wind bias that later approaches aim to correct (Nieman et al. 1997; Velden et al. 1998; Bresky et al. 2012). Using a large multispectral AMV dataset collocated with frequent rawinsonde profile collections, Velden and Bedka (2009) estimate that height-assignment uncertainty contributes up to 70% of the observation error, even when accounting for errors caused by temporal and spatial wind variability. Of course, an important caveat is that these uncertainty contributions are quantified specifically on QC pruned AMVs, which implies, aside from height assignment, established pruning techniques are exceptionally good at identifying where the tracking from the underlying PM OF technique does not perform well.

The common validation approach is quite difficult to use for AMV retrieval ranking, comparison, and technique development, as different AMV methods produce winds at different locations with varying degrees of accuracy and density.
An alternative validation approach first establishes a ground-truth dataset, and then attempts to derive an AMV for those specific images or targets. This approach is more common in computer vision literature, where so-called benchmarks such as Middlebury (Baker et al. 2011), MPI-Sintel (Butler et al. 2012), and KITTI (Geiger et al. 2012) contain image sequences with known motions that challenge OF algorithms using stop-motion laboratory sequences, synthetic computer-generated movies, and even laser scanners collocated with stereo-vision cameras. New OF approaches can then quantitatively evaluate their performance relative to other algorithms and varying image characteristics such as texture, blur, and motion discontinuities.

More recent AMV validation studies follow the alternative validation approach using NWP simulations that contain information on winds and cloud-top height (CTH) for truth. For example, Bormann et al. (2014), Hernandez-Carrascal and Bormann (2014), and Lean et al. (2015) demonstrate that AMVs derived from simulated IR and WV imagery produce similar error statistics and characteristics to rawinsonde-based studies. Posselt et al. (2019) expands previous simulations, computing 3D AMVs from WV images at multiple pressure levels. Their analysis framework enables comparison of the performance and yield of AMVs with varying instrument and PM approach characteristics, such as target size and temporal frequency. They determine that moisture patterns and flow regimes impact WV AMV error characteristics.

Simulated imagery studies like Posselt et al. (2019) are limited to IR emissions, however, as VIS reflectance is difficult to accurately simulate, even though a vast majority of high-quality AMVs are produced from VIS imagery (e.g., Daniels et al. 2010). Also, the simulated IR often underrepresents natural brightness variability present in real data, which can be vital for accurate tracking. Further, these simulation studies focus on identifying the uncertainty and error characteristics of operational AMV techniques, again utilizing the QC pruning, and not yet taking advantage of new DOF techniques. Hence, the common height-assignment-related problems still dominate reported uncertainties, and pixels that may be trackable with better OF approaches are disregarded. This study aims to provide a real dataset and validation technique that allows for AMV retrieval method comparison following the alternative validation approach used by the computer-vision community. The method will be used here to demonstrate how new OF retrieval techniques can successfully track regions that operational AMVs routinely ignore.

### 3. Data and methods

#### a. Data

This study used winds collected from the DAWN (Kavaya et al. 2014) over a 2-week period in April 2019 during the NASA Aeolus Calibration and Validation Test Flight Campaign (Bedka et al. 2021) as a truth dataset. DAWN is a 2-µm coherent-detection Doppler wind lidar that flew aboard the NASA DC-8 aircraft, which measures the Doppler shift of laser shots below the aircraft at multiple azimuths with a 30.12° tilt angle along the flight path. Line of sight wind velocities are retrieved at a ∼33-m vertical resolution where sufficient aerosol concentrations or clouds exist to produce backscatter at each azimuth. For most of the campaign, DAWN collected data at five azimuth angles, equally spaced at 22.5° intervals covering ±45° centered on the aircraft nose. When the multiple azimuth data are combined, horizontal wind vectors are retrieved at ∼5-km intervals along the flight track. While DAWN itself is a spatially and temporally localized sample of winds, the DC-8 frequently sampled clouds within the GOES-17 field of view, which can be used for retrieving AMVs, which is optimal for the validation strategy described in section 3c. The campaign included five research flights (see Fig. 1 in Bedka et al. 2021), four of which are used in this study (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date(s) used</th>
<th>Time range</th>
<th>GOES-17 mesosector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 Apr 2019</td>
<td>0045–0700 UTC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–26 Apr 2019</td>
<td>1930–0520 UTC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27–28 Apr 2019</td>
<td>1800–0400 UTC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29–30 Apr 2019</td>
<td>2000–0430 UTC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The flights were supported by coverage from a ∼1000 km × 1000 km regional GOES-17 ABI “mesoscale domain sector,” refreshed every 1 min. This provided updates from all 16 ABI channels, which can be used to compute AMVs. The 0.64-µm VIS imagery band (3.9-µm IR band), which has a nominal ∼500-m (∼2-km) resolution at nadir, is used for cloud-top OF derivation where the solar zenith angle is < (≥) 85°. The 3.9-µm imagery is used here instead of longwave IR bands as it provides a signal with less WV attenuation of low-level cloud textures (e.g., Daniels et al. 2010), which are prominent in the DAWN validation dataset. In addition, we collect the 6.9-µm “midlevel” WV band (nominally ∼2-km resolution) for motions at higher altitudes and over clear air. Each channel is then normalized to floating-point values from 0 to 255 following the settings in Table 2. IR bands were impacted by the GOES-J7 loop heat pipe problem during this study (NESDIS 2018), and thus contain some noise through each research flight. The temporal noise was severe enough in the 6.9-µm band that OF could only be computed with sufficient accuracy using 10-min separation between images.

The final data collected are the NOAA Global Forecast System (GFS) analysis and +3-h forecast fields. These fields provide winds for initial derivations in OF approaches at any
Table 2. Settings used in the VOF algorithm tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse-to-fine pyramid levels (K)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner iterations (L)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugate gradient iterations</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid scale factor (SF)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ (0.64/3/6.9 $\mu$m)</td>
<td>1/0.5/0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ (0.64/3/6.9 $\mu$m)</td>
<td>5/3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_x(x)$ and $\rho_y(x)$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{x + \epsilon}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalization max brightness</td>
<td>628.987/2/44.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalization min brightness</td>
<td>$-20.290/0/-0.2472$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

given time and height. The GFS fields also provide the background environmental data within the cloud height approximation algorithm. Linear (bilinear) interpolation in time (space) is used between 3-h outputs (discrete pixel locations) to the times (locations) in question.

b. Optical flow techniques

The PM approach for all channels and the VOF approach for the 6.9-$\mu$m 10-min steps require first-guess motions to produce accurate solutions. For pixel CTH retrieval, we use the NOAA Algorithm Working Group Cloud Height Algorithm (ACHA; Heidinger and Pavolonis 2009; Heidinger 2013), part of the NOAA Enterprise Cloud Algorithms. The algorithms are operated in the Clouds from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-Extended (CLAVR-x) system, which is the NOAA development framework for operational cloud retrieval products (Pavolonis et al. 2005; Heidinger et al. 2010, 2012; Walther and Heidinger 2012). ACHA CTH is produced at the same resolution as the IR and WV bands and is upsampled for VIS imagery with nearest neighbor interpolation in this study. With both the PM and VOF approaches used on the 0.64- and 3.9-$\mu$m bands, we initially assume the height of the wind is equivalent to the CTH of the central pixel. This assumption is tested further in section 4b and compared to the actual CTHs retrieved from DAWN, inferred by the highest occurrence of a signal-to-noise ratio returned value $> 10$ dB. For the 6.9-$\mu$m OF, height is assigned following Daniels et al. (2010) by matching pixel brightness temperature to the nearest occurrence in the GFS, using the lowest match in the cases of thermal inversions and linear interpolation to achieve subgrid precision.

PM OF is replicated here following the approach used in the nested targets in the NESDIS AMV algorithm (Daniels et al. 2010). A $5 \times 5$ pixel target is centered over every image pixel and tracked forwards in time to the next image with Neumann boundary conditions for the image edges. Note, in the NESDIS AMV algorithm, these $5 \times 5$ pixel targets are typically clustered to find dominant motion in $15 \times 15$ pixel regions, which is a form of QC pruning of erroneous motions that is not done here. For the sake of comparison with the DOF algorithm, we track all targets without any pruning. The CTH assignment from ACHA is used to pinpoint the corresponding GFS winds data to generate a first-guess displacement. The algorithm then searches for a corresponding location in the subsequent frame within a $5 \times 5$, $3 \times 3$, and $4 \times 4$ pixel search region centered over the first-guess displacement in the 0.64-, 3.9-, and 6.9-$\mu$m imagery, respectively. These search regions constrain PM displacements to be within $\sim 25$ m s$^{-1}$ in the $x$ and $y$ directions of the first guess for the 1-min 0.64-$\mu$m and 10-min 6.9-$\mu$m bands, and $\sim 50$ m s$^{-1}$ for the 3.9-$\mu$m band at the locations sampled. This constraint is larger for the 1-min 3.9-$\mu$m band to allow for $>1$ pixel of uncertainty from the GFS in any given direction. The algorithm seeks a matching candidate with least squares, returning the first guess in the unlikely event where a singular match does not exist.

As the candidate locations are returned with integer precision, we avoid artificial binning of winds along pixel locations and retrieve subpixel precision with quadratic interpolation of the sum-of-squared error using the match-adjacent pixels. In the cases of minima existing outside the designated search region, the algorithm outputs the integer displacement along the region edge. This subpixel interpolation is important with 1-min image refresh rates, as cloud drifts between frames are often very small, especially for the 3.9-$\mu$m band in the case studies here. With interpolation, PM tracking can still be achieved on these small displacements without imposing an artificial 1-pixel displacement speed limit.

The VOF method used here is an approach available within the Optical flow Code for Tracking, AMV, and Nowcasting Experiments (OCTANE; Apke 2021; https://github.com/ JasonApke/OCTANE) that shares properties with Zimmer et al. (2011). This approach resolves DOF $\mathbf{U} = [u, v]^T$ at every image pixel $\mathbf{I}$ located in space at $x = [x, y]^T$ and in time $t$ and $t + \Delta t$ by minimizing a penalty function $E$, where

$$ E(U) = \sum_{i,j \in \Omega} [\rho_g(BC_{ij}) + \gamma \rho_g(GC_{ij}) + \alpha \rho_s(SC_{ij})]. \quad (1) $$

Equation (1) variationally penalizes OF guess deviations from assumptions of brightness constancy (BC), gradient constancy (GC), and the smoothness constraint (SC) with constants $\gamma$ and $\alpha$ controlling the importance of each penalty. These constraints are encapsulated in Charbonnier robust functions to preserve discontinuities, where

$$ \rho_g(r) = \rho_s(r) = \rho_I(r) = \sqrt{r^2 + \epsilon^2} \quad (2) $$

represents a differentiable approximation of the absolute value function with $\epsilon = 0.001$. The penalizations are defined as

$$ BC_{ij} = |C_1 [I(x_{ij} + U_{ij}, t + \Delta t) - I(x_{ij}, t)]|^2, $$

$$ GC_{ij} = |C_2 [I_y(x_{ij} + U_{ij}, t + \Delta t) + I_x(x_{ij}, t)] + C_3 [I_y(x_{ij} + U_{ij}, t + \Delta t) + I_x(x_{ij}, t)]|^2, \quad (3) $$

$$ SC_{ij} = |\nabla u_{ij}|^2 + |\nabla v_{ij}|^2, $$

where $\nabla$ is the horizontal gradient operator, $I_x$ and $I_y$ are the $x$ and $y$ derivatives of the brightness, and $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$ are defined as
\[ C_1 = \frac{1}{|\nabla I|^2 + \epsilon}, \quad C_2 = \frac{1}{|\nabla I|^2 + \epsilon}, \quad C_3 = \frac{1}{|\nabla I|^2 + \epsilon}. \]  \hspace{2cm} (4)

OCTANE follows Brox et al. (2004) to set up the minimization of (1) as a system of linear equations to be iteratively solved, using the discretization from Brox (2005) for the divergence of \( \rho_r \).

The linear system of equations is solved with a coarse-to-fine optimization scheme using specific settings outlined in Table 2. OCTANE uses a preconditioned conjugate gradient scheme (Sundaram et al. 2010) for fast and efficient iterative processing at every level, rendering 2000\( \times \)2000 pixel image files in \(<10\) s on an Nvidia RTX 1070. The resulting pixel displacements are then navigated to zonal and meridional motions for comparison to DAWN.

c. Validation strategy

The goal of any AMV retrieval is to provide accurate winds from any point that is passively sampled by a satellite imager within a column. To account for the unknowns of where a given AMV retrieval method actually samples drifts in the atmosphere, the validation strategy here is to use the entire column of DAWN winds for every scan and provide a best guess for what the wind should be at every \(<33\)-m grid cell. The DAWN \(<33\)-m grid cells in a scan contain wind information at the DC-8 location from altitudes ranging from the surface to \(<13\) km and contain missing values where DAWN did not sample for any given point in time. For the first-guess fields, we use the flow interpolated from the GFS datasets. We then fill in grid cells that are believed to be sampled by AMVs with their respective motion derivations. VOF and PM AMVs as well as CTH and WV height information are collected from the nearest satellite pixels in space–time to the DC-8 location for any given profile. The AMV and height information is used regardless of regional characteristics to include ordinarily pruned AMV targets within the validation. We presume the AMVs derive the motions within a \(\sim200\)-m column (\(\pm3\) DAWN pixels) centered on the initial height assignment for all cloud/WV pixels, so each pixel within the column is filled with the same wind derivation. The quantified uncertainties are compared here between PM and VOF-based AMVs using the same height assignment method to highlight differences specifically related to the tracking methodology. The uncertainties are quantified by the root-mean-square vector difference (RMSVD) of the guess and the truth at all the DAWN pixels \(N\), or

\[
\text{RMSVD} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i \in N} (u_{\text{Guess}} - u_{\text{DAWN}})^2 + (v_{\text{Guess}} - v_{\text{DAWN}})^2}{N}}. \hspace{2cm} (5)
\]

When analyzing DAWN pixels individually, we also use the analogous measure of vector difference magnitude (VDM), defined as

\[
\text{VDM} = \sqrt{(u_{\text{Guess}} - u_{\text{DAWN}})^2 + (v_{\text{Guess}} - v_{\text{DAWN}})^2}. \hspace{2cm} (6)
\]

There are many advantages to validating with this strategy. First, it is possible to rank AMV approaches with both differing tracking and height-assignment methods based on the singular RMSVD values. Second, this validation strategy allows for multiple-altitude derivations of motion at any given location, encouraging multilayer winds derivations or even 3D winds algorithms, which may soon be possible with advances in instrumentation, computer vision, and machine learning. Third, this approach does not set any restriction on which channel(s) is (are) used to derive the flow, encouraging exploration of the best imagery to use for AMVs.

This strategy is not without limitations. For example, not all winds are sampled in each column from DAWN. If a region does not have sufficient aerosols for backscatter, or if the DC-8 flies underneath a sampled target, DAWN may contain missing values where the truth winds must be inferred from some other data source. AMVs with missing truth are disregarded here, though NWP or temporal smoothing of DAWN measurements can serve as a simple solution for these occurrences when height-assignment benchmarking is in question. Another limitation is that it is not always clear that the DAWN lidar and GOES ABI are sampling the winds from the same region. It is assumed here that the winds measured from each should be similar, though measurement differences may be present when the OF is determined by textures from different surrounding areas.

4. Results and discussion

a. AMV approach comparison

The DC-8 flight tracks coupled with DAWN observational capabilities provided a large sample size of winds below 10 km (Fig. 1a). For the AMV derivations, the 0.64- and 3.9-\(\mu\)m imagery are dominated by boundary layer marine-stratocumulus clouds (Figs. 1b,c), while the mid- to upper levels are sampled mostly by the 6.9-\(\mu\)m imagery (Fig. 1d). Even with the column filling approach used, the total AMVs with collocated DAWN observations are a small fraction of the truth samples available from DAWN at all heights.

The statistics from the DAWN observations with collocated AMVs show clear overall reduction in RMSVD when using VOF-based approaches over PM for every case and every channel observed (Fig. 2). The largest improvement was seen on the low-texture 3.9-\(\mu\)m band of \(<9\) m s\(^{-1}\), while the smallest change, still a respectable \(<1.7\) m s\(^{-1}\) improvement, was seen on the high-texture, fine-spatial-resolution 0.64-\(\mu\)m imagery. The PM AMV RMSVDs are also much higher than reported ranges for NESDIS AMVs (\(<4\)–6 m s\(^{-1}\); Daniels et al. 2019), indicating our samples contain a wealth of targets which are ordinarily pruned by QC as intended. Overall, the best performance was found with the 0.64-\(\mu\)m VOF winds. Despite improvement over PM, VOF overall performs poorly on the infrared bands here. There are obvious tracking issues for both OF approaches shown in the case-by-case breakdown, especially within the 3.9-\(\mu\)m imagery on 27 April 2019 and the 6.9-\(\mu\)m imagery on 23 April 2019. These issues are explored further in section 4b.
Within the DAWN pixels containing AMV derivations, it is possible to break down performance as a function of target characteristics. For example, NESDIS AMVs routinely remove low-texture (LT) targets to improve PM performance. High-texture (HT) targets are separated from LT targets here using the minimum eigenvalue of their respective structure matrix (Shi and Tomasi 1994), defined as

$$S = \begin{pmatrix} \sum I_{x, x} & \sum I_{x, y} \\ \sum I_{y, x} & \sum I_{y, y} \end{pmatrix},$$

(7)

where \( n \) represents every pixel in the 5 × 5 pixel target. When the minimum eigenvalue of \( S \) is large, the target contains either corners or salt and pepper texture that yields robust multidirectional information ideal for PM methods. Lower minimum eigenvalues contain either low texture or unidirectional gradients that are difficult to track with local OF techniques. LT targets are defined as those within the lowest 25th percentile of the minimum eigenvalues in the dataset collected for each channel.

For the 0.64- and 3.9- \( \mu \)m bands, the VDMs are significantly larger for LT targets than HT in PM (Figs. 3a,b). Within these same LT targets, VOF tracking has significantly lower VDMs than both HT and LT targets in PM. Further, there is a slight reduction in VDMs when tracking LT targets versus HT targets using VOF, implying performance loss is more a function of the amount of texture present.
implying an issue within brightness motion assumptions made in each retrieval method (explored further in section 4b).

Another common error source for AMV derivation is the presence of multilayer (ML) cloud scenes, which are difficult to both properly track and height assign. We define ML cloud scenes as those which have $\geq 40\%$ of target pixels outside 250 m of the derived height assignment, and otherwise classify the scene as single layer (SL). ML scenes contain larger VDMs for both VOF and PM in both 0.64 and 3.9 µm (Fig. 4), though again, VOF has significantly lower errors for the ML scenes than PM. Investigating a scene from 25 April shows how PM tends to yield noisy and inconsistent solutions in ML regions versus SL, compared with the smoother VOF (Fig. 5). While smoother, ML scenes still have significantly larger errors in VOF than SL scenes, likely related to challenges in height assignment and tracking with transparent motions, suggesting the ML issue is not fully solved with the VOF approach here. However, Figs. 3 and 4 both imply that, when using a VOF approach instead of PM, QC restrictions on lower textures and multilayer cloud scenes can be relaxed to significantly improve accurate, DA-ready AMV yields.

b. VOF technique performance

Now considering the entire DAWN observation sample with AMV and GFS first-guess winds, the final ranking scores of the benchmark demonstrate that VOF is a large improvement over PM tracking (Table 3). The overall RMSVD values are $\sim 0.3$ m s$^{-1}$ lower when using VOF methods. The VOF scores are worse, however, than the GFS first-guess fields alone from the analysis and 3-h forecasts, which perform surprisingly well with a $\sim 0.5$ m s$^{-1}$ lower RMSVD than PM. Taking cues from section 4a, addressing the low performance of the IR bands would significantly improve the overall scores of the VOF techniques.

Starting with the 6.9-µm wind retrievals, an investigation into the poor performance on 23 April reveals that the motions are sensitive to the gravity waves in the scene generated by orographic features the DC-8 flies over (e.g., see Fig. 8 in Bedka et al. 2021). These stationary waves produce a strong signal in the VOF BC and GC terms, which are heavily smoothed to nearby, lower texture pixels, yet the signal does not move with the ambient winds. Analyzing the energy with various DOF derivations show the 6.9-µm imagery may contain local minima with the wind motion when sufficient texture exists within the WV (e.g., Figs. 6a,b).

A desirable property for a VOF algorithm designed for AMV retrieval would be to converge on these minima and ignore the stronger propagating signal where possible. Following works such as Héas et al. (2007), we create a modified energy equation $E_{wv}$ with a “hinting” term that adds weight to $U$ solutions in the VOF retrieval near the GFS first-guess motion $\hat{U}$, where

$$E_{wv}(U) = \sum_{i,j} \left[ \rho_d(BC_{ij}) + \gamma \rho_d(GC_{ij}) + \beta |U_{ij} - \hat{U}_{ij}|^2 + \alpha \rho_s(SC_{ij}) \right].$$

(8)

The hinting term is weighted by constant $\beta$ such that the first-guess motion is strong enough to filter outliers while not

---

**Fig. 3.** Boxplots with sample sizes showing VOF and PM performance by high (HT) and low (LT) texture for the (a) 0.64-, (b) 3.9-, and (c) 6.9-µm bands with an interquartile range defined by the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers defined by the points within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Notches to help imply significant differences are also shown around the medians defined by the interquartile range times 1.5 divided by the square root of the sample size.
overwhelming the actual winds signal present in the imagery. Using $\beta_0 = 0.5$, and

$$\beta = \beta_0 \times 0.5^k.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

With $k$ set to the outer iteration index ranging from 0 to 4 here for coarsest to finest levels, respectively, we gradually reduce the impact of the hinting term as (8) is optimized. Setting $\bar{U}$ to the GFS first-guess field (Fig. 6c), the resulting AMVs are much closer to the true winds measured by DAWN (Fig. 6d). GFS hinting terms come with the trade-off that the solutions will become biased toward inaccuracies from the GFS first guess. For example, the VOF AMVs here are less accurate if the model diagnostic wind field is wrong, if the model grid resolution cannot resolve the scales of the flow retrieved, or if the spatial location used to extract the flow from the model is incorrect.

Another common issue in quality is accurate height assignment. There are several instances in this benchmark where the ACHA algorithm identified clouds, which the VOF algorithm retrieved the motions below. In these instances, VOF is simply tracking the dominant texture in the scene, while ACHA was retrieving properties from the pixelwise IR information (e.g., Fig. 7). We take a few steps to filter these points, swapping targets containing slow motions $< 5 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ and excessive differences from the GFS first guess $> 6 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ with their respective GFS first-guess motion. Finally, as noted in section 4a, VOF errors are significantly larger for multilayer scenes, so targets with the ML designation are also swapped for the GFS first guess. There was no need for similar filtering of targets with the LT designation, as the VOF errors indicated in Fig. 3 were not significantly higher than HT targets. The resulting scores for the new benchmark, so-called VOF-QC, are much more competitive (also shown in Table 3).

As quality could also be impacted by the height-assignment method described in section 3a, which generally performs well versus the actual heights from DAWN (e.g., Fig. 8), is compared to techniques where we take the mean CTH from ACHA of cloud pixels within a $9 \times 9$ pixel region centered over the DAWN sampled pixel (cloud pixel mean), and the mean of the highest 25% of pixels within the $9 \times 9$ pixel region (highest 25% mean).

The cloud pixel mean method produced the lowest overall RMSVDs using our benchmarking method here (and had the lowest root-mean-squared error compared to DAWN CTH) and is used for the wind height assignments in the 0.64- and 3.9-μm derived AMVs in the “VOF-QC” scores in Table 3. Notably, there is still room for RMSVD reduction with more improved height-assignment methods as demonstrated by the benchmark RMSVDs using the CTH from DAWN.

When each channel from VOF-QC is analyzed individually (last three columns in Table 3), the high-performing 0.64-μm imagery provides the lowest overall RMSVD values of any approach tested. The 3.9- and 6.9-μm imagery slightly increased the errors over the GFS first guess alone, implying room in these channels for further improvement than what was done here. Additional common QC methods such as acceleration checks or coherency analyses may further improve the RMSVD values over what is reported. It is also worth noting that the GFS assimilates the NESDIS AMVs, which likely improves the accuracy of the GFS first-guess fields used here.

c. Imaging strategy uncertainties

The benchmarking technique can also be used for identifying uncertainties related to imaging strategies such as bands used, spatial resolutions, and image bit depth. As an example, one such strategy that has a complex relationship with AMV performance is the temporal resolution. Generally, finer temporal resolution leads to improved tracking performance for most AMV retrieval techniques (e.g., Posselt et al. 2019). From the VOF standpoint, finer temporal resolution decreases large displacements and influence from unpredictable brightness changes such as cloud evaporation and condensation.

![Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, now showing VOF and PM performance samples with targets containing single-layer (SL) and multilayer (ML) cloud scenes for the (a) 0.64- and (b) 3.9-μm bands.](image-url)
Velden et al. (2005) and Daniels et al. (2010), however, point out that increasing temporal resolution also amplifies navigation and registration errors in the conversion of OF to winds. Further, brightness naturally fluctuates less with shorter time steps, which means that tracking errors associated with systematic image noise become amplified.

Within the benchmark here, degrading the resolution in 0.64 and 3.9 μm to 5 min does not significantly increase the

**Table 3.** Benchmark performance RMSVD values (m s⁻¹) for the PM, VOF, and VOF-QC models broken down by channels used and compared with the GFS first guess only. The “% filled” row indicates how many of the pixels out of a sample of 1036210 DAWN winds were estimated with AMVs vs estimated with a GFS first guess to derive the RMSVDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>VOF</th>
<th>GFS</th>
<th>VOF-QC</th>
<th>QC 0.64 μm</th>
<th>QC 3.9 μm</th>
<th>QC 6.9 μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 Apr</td>
<td>4.3286</td>
<td>3.9320</td>
<td>3.7649</td>
<td>3.7720</td>
<td><strong>3.7635</strong></td>
<td>3.7651</td>
<td>3.7732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Apr</td>
<td>3.7723</td>
<td>3.1888</td>
<td><strong>3.0940</strong></td>
<td>3.1310</td>
<td>3.0952</td>
<td>3.0949</td>
<td>3.1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% filled</td>
<td>2.7250</td>
<td>2.7250</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.7749</td>
<td>0.4523</td>
<td>0.2473</td>
<td>1.0753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
median VDMs, though 10-min AMVs perform significantly worse (Fig. 9a). The 5-min VIS and 10-min VIS and IR mean VDMs are higher than 1 min, indicating larger error outliers than 1 min. Of course, as shown in Fig. 1a, these samples are dominated by slow-moving boundary layer cumulus (Fig. 9b), and not the faster moving mid- and upper-level clouds typically observed in satellite imagery, which contain more non-linearities related to large displacements that break down the

**FIG. 6.** (a) Color-shaded plot of the texture energy from BC and GC within a region with multiple OF motions in water vapor imagery at 0427 UTC, defined by the yellow box in (b)–(d), shown with the corresponding water vapor imagery and a subset of the (b) initial AMV winds derived from the VOF approach, (c) first-guess winds from the GFS model, and (d) VOF output using the GFS first guess as a hinting term (cyan barbs) with the previous and future flight paths of the NASA DC-8 overlayed in pink solid and pink dashed lines, respectively.

**FIG. 7.** Example of (a) 0.64-μm imagery with a subsample of VOF-derived AMVs shown with (b) ACHA-derived cloud-top heights at 2245 UTC 25 Apr 2019 and the previous and future flight paths of the NASA DC-8 in pink/black solid and pink/black dashed lines, respectively.
Table 4. Benchmark performance RMSVD values for varying height-assignment algorithms, including the root-mean-squared error of the approach when compared to the CTHs retrieved from DAWN (in km). Numbers in boldface highlight the best-performing height-assignment method, excluding the DAWN column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>DAWN Center pixel</th>
<th>Cloud pixel mean</th>
<th>Highest mean 25% mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 Apr</td>
<td>3.6512 3.6533</td>
<td>3.6530</td>
<td>3.6549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Apr</td>
<td>4.2060 4.2057</td>
<td>4.2057</td>
<td>4.2069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Apr</td>
<td>3.7712 3.7728</td>
<td>3.7720</td>
<td>3.7728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Apr</td>
<td>3.1300 3.1301</td>
<td>3.1310</td>
<td>3.1315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.7015 3.7025</td>
<td>3.7024</td>
<td>3.7035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height RMSE</td>
<td>0.0000 2.4450</td>
<td>2.3486</td>
<td>2.3486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

assumptions when minimizing (1). It is also worth noting that the 5-min 3.9-μm imagery performed significantly better than 1-min tracking here. As there is not a similar performance improvement in the 0.64-μm imagery, it is unlikely this improvement was related to navigation and registration errors. This finding is consistent with studies that have demonstrated very low navigation and registration errors from GOES-17 ABI products using known land features (e.g., Tan et al. 2020). The 3.9-μm imagery does, however, have larger temporal noise relative to both the natural background variability and the 0.64-μm band, which was likely the issue here.

To demonstrate the noise issue, a sample of 3.9-μm brightness temperatures from 15 pixels centered over the ocean were collected on the 23 April case for a 30-min period (0130–0200 UTC) in regions without cloud cover (Fig. 10a). Assuming the actual brightness temperatures at these pixels are constant throughout the period, deviations from the 30-min means at each pixel represent the system noise. The brightness temperatures here have an approximately Gaussian distribution, with a standard deviation of \(\sim 0.083 \text{ K} (\text{Fig. 11a})\), which is just below the documented ABI specifications for noise equivalent differential temperature (e.g., Table 2 in Schmit et al. 2017). In that same 30-min period, only 56% of pixels in the entire image had 1-min changes in brightness temperature with time that were larger in magnitude. This is an issue for the VOF approach that requires accurate measurements for the brightness time derivative \(\dot{I}_b\) to properly minimize (1), as noise violates the brightness constancy assumption and must be overcome by regularization. Without regional information, PM is even more susceptible to noise-related brightness constancy violations that can be inferred from the poor performance in Fig. 2 and significantly larger errors in LT targets in Fig. 3b. Doing the same analysis with 0.64 μm, the ocean pixels have a reflectance factor standard deviation of \(\sim 0.0014\), which \(\sim 75\%\) of \(\dot{I}_b\) magnitudes exceed at 1-min cadence in the 30-min period (Fig. 10b). With the time difference increased to 5-min, 73% of 3.9-μm pixels exceed the 3.9-μm standard deviation, increasing the contrast of \(\dot{I}_b\) within cloud features (Fig. 11b), and resulting in the increased accuracy when compared to truth winds. Increasing the cadence beyond 5 min increases the impact of nonlinearities on the optimization of (1), reducing the VOF-based AMV accuracy.

5. Conclusions

A quantitative validation technique to compare OF approaches for retrieving winds from clouds and WV gradients in satellite imagery sequences was developed. The technique takes advantage of a NASA airborne Doppler wind lidar dataset collected in conjunction with 1-min geostationary satellite imagery and rewards approaches that return winds with both accurate tracking and height assignment. This comparison technique is essential toward identifying best practices in OF derivation for AMV retrieval and guiding development of new methods that can track features where AMVs break down. The technique was used to compare wind retrieval from the common PM OF technique used by operational NESDIS AMVs with an advanced VOF approach. The primary findings of this study are as follows:

- AMV winds from VOF tracking consistently outperformed PM techniques for all channels and case studies explored. The best VOF winds retrievals come from the low-noise, high-temporal-resolution, and fine-spatial-resolution 0.64-μm imagery, while VOF struggles more with winds derivations in lower texture scenes for 3.9- and 6.9-μm channel data.
- Partitioning samples by high- and low-texture regions, VOF produces significantly more accurate AMVs in low-texture targets than PM for all channels explored. The VOF winds performance is also not significantly reduced in this sample between high- and low-texture targets, implying less sensitivity to absence of local features. Partitioning samples by number of cloud layers, both VOF and PM have reduced accuracy within multilayer scenes, likely caused by either proximity to motion discontinuities or issues in motion height assignment. Despite the performance reduction, VOF winds are still significantly more accurate in multilayer scenes versus PM winds. The performance improvements in these samples demonstrate that VOF successfully tracks
features where routines used within operational AMVs commonly break down and require quality control pruning for accuracy.

- The best validation benchmark score produced here was with a GFS first guess augmented with quality-controlled observations from the 0.64-μm VOF AMVs alone. Supplementing quality controlled 3.9- or 6.9-μm derived winds slightly reduced the performance of the benchmark over the accurate GFS first guess in all cases explored, due to errors associated with propagating versus advecting targets and inaccuracies in motion height assignment.

- The benchmark was used to demonstrate a slight reduction in wind accuracy when using coarser time steps for 0.64- and 3.9-μm images, especially between 1- and 10-min cadences. This implies that the common GOES-R ABI full-disk cadence is less than optimal even for tracking slow-moving boundary layer cumulus with modern DOF techniques. The 3.9-μm imagery did show an improvement when the temporal resolution was reduced to 5 min, which was found to coincide with an increase in the strength of the natural signal relative to the ABI noise.

The PM approach used here is the same technique within the first steps of the operational NESDIS AMVs; however, NESDIS AMVs use a significant amount of pre- and post-processing to improve the quality of the retrieved winds that was not tested here (for full details, see Daniels et al. 2010). For example, NESDIS AMVs cluster the 5 × 5 pixel targets within a larger 15 × 15 pixel region to filter out the noise that this benchmark highlights. The same clustering is used for height assignment, which was not tested here. Also, the benchmark by design encourages AMV techniques to retrieve winds for any pixels that were sampled by DAWN, which means that techniques that ordinarily prune any given targets before or after computation must produce solutions via alternative methods such as objective analysis (e.g., Apke et al. 2016, 2018) or hybrid VOF and PM approaches (e.g., Brox and Malik 2011; Weinzaepfel et al. 2013). This study highlights
the weaknesses of PM by restricting pruning here, though it is plausible these alternative methods with stricter QC could reduce the RMSVD values observed in Table 3. The benchmark created here hence does not discourage the overall use of PM or different height assignment techniques; rather, it encourages research into finding the best methods for deriving any given wind at any given pixel and, by extension, identifying weaknesses in certain AMV retrieval practices.

The results here motivate further exploration into novel DOF derivation approaches as imaging capabilities are improved. The VOF approach is just one of many DOF approaches that this comparison technique can be used to evaluate. Other techniques using machine learning (e.g., Vandal and Nemani 2022) offer an exciting alternative to VOF where traditional constraints and assumptions break down, such as WV regions with gravity wave propagation. In addition to other techniques, the benchmark can be used to evaluate the impacts of modifications to input images such as spectral filters and image spatial and temporal smoothing, quality control techniques such as acceleration checks, and imaging strategies such as channels used and spatial and temporal resolutions. Such modifications to the inputs may have different impacts on AMV accuracy depending on the DOF retrieval approach used. Moreover, best practices learned for retrieving atmospheric winds from drifting features in imagery here can be extended to other remote sensing datasets, such as DOF derivation from radar (e.g., Bechini and Chandrasekar 2017) or lidar (e.g., Dérian et al. 2015) scan sequences.

Aside from new DOF techniques, there are many future research opportunities in DOF-based AMV development. The height-assignment and profile filling techniques could be refined depending on the approach used. This study employed a pixelwise height and simple regional averaging-based height assignment for VOF techniques, which does not always effectively capture OF solution smoothing across a multitude of cloud and WV textures. Using conventional height assignment within the OF derivation to prevent OF solution smoothing across multiple cloud layers (e.g., Héas et al. 2007) or departing from pixelwise height estimation altogether to infer motion heights following the same regularization and texture constraints as the OF algorithm used may improve benchmark scores. Analogous to the height-assignment problems, the QC algorithms that provide guidance for which AMVs to keep or disregard prior to NWP DA must also be updated when using new DOF techniques, especially to prevent overpruning of newly trackable regions. Moreover, the conventional AMV methods only fill ~3% of the total wind observations in the benchmark dataset. Better benchmark results may be achieved with new products and instruments designed to retrieve more of the wind profile versus only the winds at the CTH and WV heights sampled by ABI. Finally, the validation benchmark method here can easily be extended to other observations made by DAWN or similar high-precision and high-resolution wind profilers. Increasing the frequency and geographic coverage of truth winds datasets will help solidify conclusions made for different instruments, and challenge new AMV algorithms especially when samples contain results that are not well represented by OF assumptions or background NWP models.
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